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Abstract: Discrete event simulation (DES) is very suitable to model the reality in a
manufacturing system with high fidelity. Such models are easy to parameterize and
they are able to consider several influences including stochastic behavior. However,
simulation models are challenged, when it comes to operational decision support in
manufacturing as well as logistics. Here, methods and algorithms from the area of
(big) data analytics see growing importance in research as well as practical
application. Much less likely is the winning combination of both in a common
approach. This paper aims to describe these opportunities, both in general following
the steps of a simulation study as well as on the basis of current research publications
that have been researched by the authors.

1

Introduction

“Big data analytics is where advanced analytic techniques operate on big data sets.
Hence, big data analytics is really about two things—big data and analytics—plus
how the two have teamed up to create one of the most profound trends in business
intelligence (BI) today” (Russom 2011).
Over the last decades, a large number of automatic data analysis methods as well as
visual analytics methods have been developed and their application areas are still
growing (Bange et al. 2015). However, the complex nature of many problems makes
it necessary to include human intelligence at an early stage in the data analysis
process. Big Data Analytics methods allow decision makers to combine their human
flexibility, creativity, and background knowledge with the enormous storage and
processing capacities of today’s computers to gain insights into complex problems.
Using advanced visual interfaces, humans may also directly interact with the data
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analysis capabilities of today’s computer, allowing them to make well-informed
decisions in complex situations (Thomas and Cook 2005).
Material flow simulation of production and logistics processes is already a wellestablished field of application for simulation technologies. Applications of
simulation models as well as the generated data sets have grown enormously over the
past years; since simulation models also get more and more detailed and by that
complex, the amount of data to be analyzed is also growing. The analysis of the
generated simulation results out of a large set of experiments today mostly builds on
expert knowledge and human interaction during the analysis phase of a simulation
study. Moreover, multiple techniques for the validation and verification of the
corresponding simulation data as well as the simulation models is today mainly a
manual process by the simulation expert. Big Data Analytics has the potential to
enhance these processes for faster analysis during multiple steps of a simulation study
and, in some cases, can even be used for a first result forecasting based on simplified
mathematical models. This also may lead to faster decision making processes.

Figure 1: Schematic “Data-to-Knowledge” process
However, this combination of simulation and (big) data analytics methods has not yet
been carried out systematically, though there are some existing use-cases in industrial
practice. The capability of combined approaches coupling simulation and advanced
analytical approaches is addressed only for a few specific applications. Consequently,
no general framework exists to define this symbiosis and describe potential benefits.
In this paper, we propose a generalized concept to facilitate the utilization of (big)
data analytics technologies in simulation studies. For each step in a sound simulation
study, possible methodologies and connections are carried out and, later, existing usecases from the field of production and logistics simulation are derived. Based on these
findings and requirements, a first solution for a combined framework for simulation
studies, supported by big data analytics is described.
The paper will therefore start with a brief motivation and the clarification of both
methodological approaches. Then, the combinatorial integration of these methods will
be carried out by following the steps of a simulation study. In a further section,
existing use-cases will be classified in the framework. A summary will conclude the
paper.
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Relevant Terms and Definitions

Modern business computing, especially in the area of operations research, offers a
wide variety of methods for solving complex problems planning, scheduling and
control of production and logistic processes. Typically, new processes have to be
designed or existing once have to be improved. For this, the processes are projected
into models and then optimized by the use of simulation and/or optimization
technologies in order to improve decision variables and resulting key performance
indicators under a given set of restrictions. In simulation, this improvement is usually
achieved by the iterative evaluation of multiple scenarios and their subsequent
simulation results (Law and Kelton 2000). In the case of optimization, the optimal
configuration is achieved by mathematical optimization algorithms or (meta-)
heuristic approaches (Rardin 1997). Due to the high computational demand of both
iterative evaluation and mathematical optimization, specific procedures as a
combination of both simulation and optimization were derived. These procedures
combine the advantages of both methods: an optimization algorithm can be used to
automatically generate a specific model configuration, which then can be evaluated
with simulation runs (Fu 2002). Those and other methods are typically described as
Operations Research (OR).

Figure 2: Conceptual structure of Keywords and Methods in Business and Industry
Analytics
In the data-driven analysis of existing manufacturing or logistical systems, further
mathematical methods are applied regularly in order to derive information that may
support decision making processes, out of the data, that is already available in specific
information systems, e.g. Enterprise Ressource Planning (ERP), Customer
Relationship Management (CRM), Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) or
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM). They are summarized as data analytics (for
some insights, see Morabito 2015 and Runkler 2016). Together with some more
fundamental methods on data management and handling and interactive
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visualizations, this topic is covered as Business Intelligence (BI, e.g. Kemper et al
2010). The focus of these approaches is to deliver insights on what and why some
effects happened. They are widely characterized as ‘descriptive’ and ‘diagnostic’
analytics. Based on these approaches, domain experts today work more and more on
solutions that allow some significant forecasting based on this knowledge, either by
some rather simplified mathematical models (predictive analytics, which answers
what might happen) or by more sophisticated approaches that are summarized as
prescriptive analytics. Here, deeper understanding of the systems behaviour is needed
and more complex modelling and analysis from the OR-area are considered.
Besides that, a number of approaches can be found during the last years, where
algorithms from the area of machine learning (Michalski et al. 1983) and artificial
intelligence (ibid.) are used to automate these analytical steps, e.g. the pattern
recognition in data or to derive new patterns and correlations in the growing amount
of data, that is available in these systems. Figure 2 tries to give an overview about the
links between these terms.

3

Integration from a Simulation Perspective

One of the main ideas of this contribution is to stress the potential benefit that methods
from the area of data analytics may deliver in order to support the execution of a
simulation study. Therefore, the typical steps of a sound simulation study according
to (Law and Kelton 2000) are described shortly, followed by potential methods that
could be carried out in order to support the single process steps.

Figure 3: application of descriptive and diagnostic analytics for preparation and
validation of the data for a simulation study
The usual and meaningful kick-off for a simulation study is the formulation of the
goal of the research and a validation, that simulation is the appropriate method. Of
course, in some cases, one might already see here some possibilities to gain some
necessary insights with some simpler mathematical approaches. Since simulation
studies aim at more complex systems, this consideration is skipped here, although
there are lot of existing examples, where the benefits of a simulation study could be
derived much easier with some fundamental data analytics or queuing theory
applications. The next valuable step is the conceptual modeling of the system and, in
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parallel, the gathering, validation and verification of the necessary data. If some
empirical data already exists, then visual analytics and a couple of the statistical
methods are typically carried out, that are also used within descriptive analytics, e.g.
identification of the distribution, min-max-mean-analysis, etc. For validation, outlier
detection and pattern recognition can be used manually or automatically as data
mining applications. Moreover, out of the amount of available data, some first
correlation analysis can be derived to gain insights on significant dependencies in the
data. Available data sources can be filtered via cause-and-effect-analysis for those
parameters that probably will be significant on the systems performance and should
be considered therefore during the later experimentation phase.

Figure 4: Validaton of the formal simulation model by descriptive and visual
analytics
After the successful completion of these steps, the formal representation of the
conceptual model is applied in a simulation software. Here, more visual approaches
are today regularly applied for the validation and verification of the simulation model
and some first pilot tests are run. Here some first data as a result of the simulation
model derived, which again can be analysed in order to validate the gathered results.
The presumably identified correlations can be checked (again) and some further
insights on the models behaviour is derived. If, for example, known correlations
cannot be validated via the simulation model, this also might indicate some
programming mistakes during the adoption of the conceptual to the formal,
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computation model within the simulation software. The major advantage of some
systematic application of the data analytics approaches, though, can be derived during
the following phase of the simulation experimentation.

Figure 5: Applying Data Analytics in the output analysis of a simulation study
During the execution of the simulation scenarios, typically with multiple replications
due to the system’s stochastic behaviour, huge amounts of data are being created, that
are to be analysed systematically in order to gain some useful insights according to
the overall goal of the simulation study. Since during the last years, approaches like
simulation optimization, simheuristics as well as distributed computation of the
simulation experiments in cloud-based environments are of growing importance, the
amount of data to be analysed is also growing rapidly. Here, especially automatic
techniques from data analytics come into play. Data Mining as well as Machine
Learning algorithms are both able to cluster the gained results and to identify patterns
that cause changes in the performance indicators. This information might be presented
to the simulation expert in order to enhance the process of system understanding.
Moreover, powerful visualization tools are able to interactively visualize those huge
amounts of data and thereby allow a manual interpretation of the performance metrics
of the simulation model (visual analytics).

4

Use Cases

The authors did considerable research during the creation of this contribution in order
to identify existing use-cases. Some of the use-cases are described as examples in this
section. (However, there’s of course more out there and further work existing. The
authors are willing to share their entire research results on-demand.) Most of the latest
research is carried out within the construction of modern manufacturing systems that
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are highly integrated with their corresponding IT-system, so called cyber-physical
systems. Industry 4.0 as the application of the Internet-of-Things (IoT) in this area
play a major role in these modern applications for a decision support in the more and
more dynamic, flexible and complex manufacturing processes.

4.1

Simulation and Data Analytics in Production and
Manufacturing

In ‘Determining the optimal level of autonomy in cyber-physical production systems’
(Gronau et al. 2017) the authors state that traditional production systems are enhanced
by cyber-physical systems (CPSs) and Internet of Things. As kind of next generation
systems, those cyber-physical production systems (CPPSs) are able to raise the level
of autonomy of its production components. To find the optimal degree of autonomy
in a given context, their approach is formulated using a simulation concept. Based on
requirements and assumptions, a cyber-physical market is modeled and qualitative
hypotheses are formulated, which will be verified with the help of the CPPS of a
hybrid simulation environment. Data Analytics are used to extract influence factors
which explain the optimal degree of autonomy.
(Brodsky et al. 2015) propose an architectural design and software framework for fast
development of descriptive, diagnostic, predictive, and prescriptive analytics
solutions for dynamic production processes. The proposed architecture and
framework shall support the storage of modular, extensible, and reusable Knowledge
Base (KB) of process performance models. The approach requires a variety of
underlying analysis tools, including data manipulation, optimization, statistical
learning, estimation, and simulation.
(Jackson et al. 2016) focus on the aspect of reconfiguration of an aerospace production
system. Here, advanced manufacturing technologies broadly used in automotive
industry have limited application for typical UK aerospace manufacturing, as they
require production volume and repetition of operations to deliver value. This paper
discusses a framework of key technologies ranging from digital manufacturing
concepts to a flexible fixture that enables reconfiguration in aerospace manufacturing
systems. Initially, the overall architecture of the framework is presented illustrating
the key components such as a cloud based data storage mechanism, an intelligent
multi-product assembly station, kitting boxes embedded with sensors, a
manufacturing network management portal and a decision support tool that combines
data analytics and discrete event simulation. Afterwards, the main functionalities and
technologies of the components are described and finally an industrial application
scenario for the proposed framework is presented.
In ‘Integrating data analytics and simulation methods to support manufacturing
decision making’ (Kibira et al. 2016) the authors denote, that in CPS, the
manufacturing system itself is installed with smart devices such as sensors that
monitor system performance and collect data to manage uncertainties in their
operations. However, multiple parameters and variables affect system performance,
making it impossible for a human to make informed decisions without systematic
methodologies and tools. Further, the large volume and variety of streaming data
collected is beyond simulation analysis alone. Simulation models are run with wellprepared data. The authors agree, that novel approaches, combining different
methods, are needed to use this data for making guided decisions. Their contribution
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proposes a methodology whereby parameters that most affect system performance are
extracted from the data using data analytics methods. These parameters are used to
develop scenarios for simulation inputs; system optimizations are performed on
simulation data outputs. A case study of a machine shop demonstrates the proposed
methodology. This paper also reviews candidate standards for data collection,
simulation, and systems interfaces.
Many industries are applying various methods for optimizing energy use across the
manufacturing life cycle. These methods are either physics-based or data-driven.
Manufacturing systems generate a vast amount of data from operations and in
simulations. Advances in data collection systems and data analytics (DA) tools have
enabled the development of predictive analytics for energy prediction. Many of these
prediction methods do not account for the uncertainty quantification-UQ (both in data
and model). The work of Ronay and Bhinge (2015) addresses the issue of uncertainty
in predictive analytics. It focuses on metal cutting processes and presents a Neural
Networks (NNs) model to predict the required energy consumption during the
manufacturing of a part on a milling machine. Moreover, it is shown that with
advanced data collection and processing techniques, one can construct a model to
predict the energy consumption of a machine tool for machining a part with multiple
operations and process parameters.

4.2

Simulation and Data Analytics in Logistics

In ‘Application of big data technology in support of food manufacturers' commodity
demand forecasting’ Nita (2015) states, that forecasting commodity demand for food
manufacturers is very difficult to achieve because it is easily affected by variable
factors such as the weather and the success or otherwise of advertising campaigns.
The ambiguity of demand forecasting results in burdensome supply and demand
adjustments and causes an increase in the logistics and production costs, stock-out,
excessive stock and/or disposal losses. NEC applies one of its big data technologies,
the heterogeneous mixture learning technology, to perform commodity demand
forecasting and to automate and optimize the supply chain management
systematization. In addition, NEC also applies machine learning to the simulation of
sales measures in order to maximize their effects and to increase the sales volume.
Xu et al. (2015) expand their simulation optimization approach with big data analytics.
In the first part of their contribution, they classify simulation optimization techniques
afterwards, they review applications of simulation optimization in various contexts,
with a more detailed discussions on logistics and manufacturing systems. Specifically,
the authors then discuss how simulation optimization can benefit from various ITtechnologies like cloud computing and high-performance computing and the
integration of simulation optimization with big data analytics.
The focus of the contribution of Schuh et al. (2014) is the Short-term cyber-physical
production management. However, a major trigger for the planning and safeguarding
of the production facility, a high adherence to delivery dates is a logistic target. In
consideration of the fact that material and information flows in production plants are
getting more intersected and networked than ever before and customer demand
tailored products in short throughput times, keeping an overview as well as responding
properly becomes a huge challenge for the production manager. In their paper, the
authors describe a new approach of cyber-physical short-term assistance of the
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production manager with the goal to support the production controller by providing
prioritized short-term actions through a combination of new sensor technologies, big
data processing and simulation. The paper outlines the roadmap to short-term cyberphysical production management. With the help of visualization analytics, the
application displays the effects of a performed action.

5

Summary and Outlook

As the general approach, as well as the given use-cases, show that in order to deploy
a decision-support system for modern manufacturing and logistics systems, it is
meaningful to integrate the classical material flow simulation approach with modern
Data Analytics approaches and algorithms. Especially for applications, that aim at
some model insight close to real-time, intended for the use in operational production
planning and/ or (re-)scheduling,

Figure 6: Simulation as an enhancement for the ‘Data-to-Knowledge’ process
From the data analytics perspective, simulation can be regarded as an additional
source of knowledge and as an important multiplier of those systems, where realworld data are not (yet) existing or specific scenarios are to be ‘tested’ in a most
realistic way. For the simulation expert, these advantages of our method is basic
knowledge; for some data scientists, this might be new. Nevertheless, Data Analytics
as a method pool in production and logistics is of growing importance and lot of
current research deals especially with predictive approaches that should carry out
some insights on the systems behavior. Their next step, prescriptive analytics, will
strengthen the application of simulation-based approaches in decision-support
systems on an operational level at the factory floor. Simulation tools as well as the
applying experts better be ready then to handle complex models with huge amounts
of data in more or less automated approaches with massive algorithmic support.
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